Artificial neural networks for spatial distribution of fuel assemblies in reload of PWR reactors
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ABSTRACT

An artificial neural network methodology is being developed in order to find an optimum spatial distribution of the fuel assemblies in a nuclear reactor core during reloading. The main bounding parameter of the modeling was the neutron multiplication factor, $k_{\text{eff}}$. The characteristics of the network are defined by the nuclear parameters: cycle, burnup, enrichment, fuel type, and average power peak of each element. As for the artificial neural network, the ANN Feedforward Multi_Layer_Perceptron with various layers and neurons were constructed. Three algorithms were used and tested: LM (Levenberg-Marquardt), SCG (Scaled Conjugate Gradient) and BayR (Bayesian Regularization). The artificial neural network has implemented using MATLAB 2015a version. As preliminary results, the spatial distribution of the fuel assemblies in the core using a neural network was slightly better than the standard core.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The fuel reload of a nuclear reactor includes operational and safety restrictions. It is a process involving the insertion of fuel elements with varied enrichment. Some assemblies already contain partially irradiated fuel, while others contain fresh fuel, besides those that have a mixture of burnable poisons. For these reasons, the spatial distribution of the fuel elements in the core influences the behavior of the reactor. The fuel elements with higher burnup have fewer reactivity than another new element, for example. In view of this, when inserting two or more elements with high-level of burnup, together there may be a power outage in that core region. Whereas two or more new elements inserted together tend to increase power in a certain region, which is not adequate [3, 5, 7].

In addition, there is still a concern in the optimization of the fuel elements in the core. It is safe to say that, by reducing the costs of the reactor operation, the cost of electricity production is also reduced [3].

This work goal is to identify an acceptable reload standard for a PWR (Pressurized Water Reactor) core so that minimizes the fuel burnup, thus extending the burnup. There are several published works where the authors conducted tests using modern algorithms such as the evolutionary, heuristic and artificial neural networks (ANN). However, by the time, due to the expensive computational resources, no solution was implemented that could present a reload pattern with the characteristics desired above for any reload set.

Artificial neural networks are used to receive a set of fuel elements composed by ¼ of the PWR core out of the standard and, after processing, they are able to generate a dataset with a satisfactory spatial distribution. This means that the output proposed by the ANN model will be tested by a nuclear code system to calculate and obtain nuclear data to serve as parameters to validate the ANN output. The choice of this technology was due to the success achieved in difficult-solving problems. Currently, artificial neural networks have been used for some time to predict, extract, classify, and group data [14]. In recent years, work with artificial neural networks has gone beyond, being widely used in electronic games, identification of images, texts and voice, to name just a few. On the next section, some correlated works are presented. Next, artificial neural networks are briefly described. Then the methodology adopted will be detailed, as well as the results of the experiments. And finally, considerations will be made on the proposed solution.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK

Artificial neural networks (ANN) process information differently than a traditional computer. ANN has the fitness to them, making them able to solve complex problems such as pattern recognition [21].

A traditional computer system cannot resolve simple tasks like some that are performed by animals, such as recognition of a familiar face in an unknown scenario. The brain has a learning capability, and, in humans, this phase happens with greater intensity in the first two years of life. However, the process goes well beyond, practically in the entire life of the individual [14]. Artificial neural networks have similar traits, so they can learn from experience, as well as the biological brain. Next sections will present neural, feedforward architecture and backpropagation training algorithm.

2.2. ARTIFICIAL NEURON

The first model of ANN (Artificial Neural Network) arose around 1946 with McCulloch and Pitts [22]. Scientists proposed the first artificial neuron as can be verified in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Artificial Neuron Model

![Artificial Neuron Model](Image)
The model was composed of a processor unit represented in Figure 1 by the filled or colored circle. The entries or data to be processed are characterized by squares starting with $X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_m$. The output is represented only by $Y_k$. The first square $x_0 = +1$ corresponds to the bias, for instance, it is an entry that always receives value 1. The purpose of this differentiated entry assists in processing the data.

ANN is formed by several brain cells and layers. The quantity is defined according to the complexity of the problem [14]. Figure 2 shows an ANN model.

**Figure 2:** Artificial Neural Network Model

![Artificial Neural Network Model](source: Haykin (2009))

Figure 2 shows an artificial neural network with an input layer, a layer hidden, and a layer output. The choice of architecture besides depending on the complexity of the problem should also consider learning algorithm. There are several algorithms that can be used, the traditional is the backpropagation [21].

### 2.1.2 LEARNING ALGORITHM

Learning algorithms are structured programs that aim to assist in the learning of ANN. They have two main features, namely, learning algorithms can be or not supervised.

A supervised algorithm is the one that receives input and output data for processing. With this, ANN during a stage called training knows the input and output [14].
Unsupervised algorithms do not receive output, only the input. Therefore, they do not know the nature of the data. Generally, these algorithms are used for grouping, for instance, they receive multiple data and organize them according to the identified characteristics [21].

The backpropagation algorithm is supervised, thereby, receives a vector with data in input to be computed and another vector with the corresponding responses. When arriving in the ANN output layer, the Backpropagation compares the output computed by ANN with the corresponding response that it received. If the results are different, for example, if ANN computed wrong, he stores the error and returns to the beginning of the ANN architecture, restarting processing.

For all commonly supervised algorithms, the initial dataset is separated into two sets. The first of them is for training, usually 80% of the total. The second set is used for validation [14]. This procedure appropriate because with 80% of total data, ANN will train, for instance, will receive the input, compute the output and compare to the answer. This is the training phase. However, necessary to perform tests to verify the learning, so the 10% separated previously has this purpose and last set is used for validation that is a parameter used by the ANN programmer to stop processing if ANN not learning [22]. Thus, while improvements are occurring, while ANN is computed as the input compared to the output, the process continues. In this case, the stop parameter will be the amount of processing stipulated by the programmer. Otherwise, if ANN reaches the stipulated quantity for validation without improving the learning, the ANN stops processing. This parameter will prevent the ANN from performing all tests without reaching the goal. In some cases, the performance can be around 20% or 30% of the training. The ideal, in this case, is to stop [23].

2.1.3 LEARNING PROCESS

ANN of type MultiLayer Perceptron can contain N connections to represent the N input variables. An example of input vector could be \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\}. The corresponding weight vector, w, would be \{w_1, w_2, w_3, \ldots, w_n\}. The response of the processing represented by the letter u in equation 1 below would be [21]:

\[
u = w_1x_1 + w_2x_2 + \ldots + w_nx_n\]  

(1)

The threshold function defined in the source produces a \gamma - output, so that:
If ANN response is correct so that computed values are equal to those received, the weight vector is not adjusted. Otherwise, the individual weights are adjusted using a Perceptron learning algorithm, which is a modified form of Hebbian learning that incorporates the error as follows [22]:

\[ Error = E = t - y \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Where’s T is the expected exit. The weights vector is upgraded to equation 4.

\[ w_{new} = w_{old} + \beta x E \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Where \( w_{new} \) is the new weight value, \( w_{old} \) is the value of the old weight, \( x \) is the input vector and \( \beta \) is the learning rate. This is a constant between 0 and 1 that aims to adjust the learning speed. When \( \beta \) has a lower value, the adjustment occurs slower and so, the training time will be longer. While using higher values, learning will accelerate.

Accelerating learning does not mean better performance because it can cause instability. The algorithm jumps in wide steps oscillating around optimal points, without yet reaching them [21].

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Obtaining Data

An ANN learns using a stochastic optimization algorithm, as is the case of backpropagation and its variations. Therefore, a large amount of data is required for training. The size of the data set depends on the complexity of the problem. However, according to the literature, the more data, better [14].
For this work, 70 sets of PWR reactor core \( \frac{1}{4} \) validated by the PARCS\(^1\) nuclear code were used. Each set consisted of 20 characteristics of the combustible elements and their positions, as well as information of the core geometry. The clusters were obtained through the ANN itself. As it was presenting results deemed appropriate, these were validated by the nuclear code and then inserted into the model training set in order to further improve it.

The whole process worked as follows: In order to generate a method that could be repeated was developed a computational system to present a set of data for ANN, then extract the response and generate the input to be validated by the code Nuclear PARCS. After validation, the system sought the exit of the PARCS and performed another validation based on certain criteria, such as \( k_{\text{eff}} \leq 1.10 \) and the 5 highest relative power peaks lower than 1.6. If the system response was acceptable, the set was part of the training group. Figure 3 shows the generated method for obtaining the data, processing it in the ANN, and validating it in the PARCS.

\[ \text{Figure 3: Process to Assist RNA Converging} \]

\(^1\) https://engineering.purdue.edu/Engr/AboutUs/Facilities/NE/PARCS
3.2 ANN Training

Each data set was separated into other parts, being 80% used for ANN training, the remainder for validation. Each data set consisted of 56 rows of data, i.e. 56 x 70 sets. Therefore, the complete set consisted of 3,920 information or data line.

Of the total 3,136 data were used for training. The remainder of the data was used for ANN validation. All data were normalized using the Min/Max function. Equation 5 shows the normalization used [23].

\[ x_{Ti} = \frac{x_i - x_{imin}}{x_{imax} - x_{imin}} \]  

where \(x_{imin}\) and \(x_{imax}\) are the minimum and maximum values of the \(x_i\) variable.

To perform the tests that, in this case, means to evaluate the accuracy of ANN after training, 3 sets of data were used. These sets totaled 168 lines in total.

3.2.1 ANN Validation

In this work, the cross-validation method was used. It is a process where a reserved set is divided into a certain quantity and each time one of these parts is tested in ANN. This data used for validation is not part of the training set, so they are unknown by the model.

In each training step, a subset of the validation set is confronted with the ANN result. This is done by presenting an example of the validation for the ANN and the predicted result is compared with the actual result. Thus, all results are counted to verify the accuracy of ANN.

3.2.2 ANN Tests

After completion of the ANN training, the test set is used to verify the performance of the trained ANN. This work, after ANN training, the model received three sets of data containing the equivalent of core \(\frac{1}{4}\), that is, 56 rows of data. The after process performed by ANN, the response was captured, the exchanges performed and then validated by the nuclear PARCS code.
The response of the PARCS, which are the safety values used in this work, $k_{\text{eff}}$ and relative power peaks were compared with the values prior to the process. The result considered appropriate was accounted for or discarded if it was worse than the previous one.

3.3 Materials and Methods

The ANN code was implemented in the MATLAB 2018a. The model was built with 20 characteristics in the input layer, two hidden layers, the two with 50 neurons and the output layer with only 1 neuron.

The activation function used was the hyperbolic tangent in the first layer, ReLu in the second and the output layer has not used any function. The learning rate that helped in the proper convergence had a value of 0.010.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The accuracy of ANN was measured in the training by accounting for the correct output values compared to the predicted value with the actual value. As a supervised model, both the characteristics and the response were passed on to the ANN. So, it had to compare the actual value with the predicted making notes of the errors and hits. The learning algorithm used was the Backpropagation with three variations, the first being Levemberg (LM), the second the Bayesian (Bayr) and the third the Conjugated Scaled (SCG). In the training, the results ranged from 36% to 92% of accuracy, as can be seen in Table 3.

| Table 3: Results of Experiments in the Training Phase |
|------------|-----------|-----------|
| **Algorithm** | **Neurons** | **Performance** |
| LM         | 100       | 78%       |
|            | 250       | 83%       |
|            | 500       | 86%       |
| BayR       | 100       | 79%       |
|            | 250       | 86%       |
With the trained model, tests were performed with data sets unknown by ANN. This phase indicates whether the neural network has learned and can be used in production. Three sets were used, and for each case, the $k_{eff}$ and the highest relative power peak value was recorded in order to compare with the result at the end of the process. The results presented by the ANN were validated by the PARCS results and then compared with the previous results. The images 4a to 6a present the results obtained the trained model, i.e. in the test phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4a: Case 1 - Relative Power Distribution Before RNA.  
$k_{\text{effective}}$: 1.0976  
Highest relative power peak: 1.52

Figure 4b: Case 1 - Relative Power Distribution After RNA.  
$k_{\text{effective}}$: 1.093  
Highest relative power peak: 1.39

Figure 5a: Case 2 - Relative Power Distribution Before RNA.  
$k_{\text{effective}}$: 1.1016  
Highest relative power peak: 1.55

Figure 5b: Case 2 - Relative Power Distribution After RNA.  
$k_{\text{effective}}$: 1.0943  
Highest relative power peak: 1.32
Optimizing a set of data from a reactor is considered a complex problem, because when performing an exchange, the peak of the relative power of the fuel element is changed, from the neighbors and, consequently, from the whole nucleus. In addition, the number of combustible elements in the core, as in the case of Angra 2 contributes making it even more difficult. In this article, an ANN was implemented in order to optimize the core of a PWR reactor.

As seen in this article, an ANN learns from examples. Thus, two sets of datasets generated, being 80% for training and the remainder for validation. Next, an ANN model was developed with three different learning algorithms and Bayesian presented results above 90% in the trainings.

In the tests, the trained ANN suggested exchanges that when applied resulted in an optimized set. In this article only 3 results were presented, however, the trained model was able to optimize 8/10 unknown sets.

In future works, other technologies are also suggested, such as deep learning. These are modern techniques that have obtained satisfactory results in several fields, especially unknown data.
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